This paper focuses on the definition of anchors and links for nested composite nodes, that is, composite nodes containing other composite nodes. It considers questions such as link inheritance and node reference, which become fairly complex in the presence of nested compositions. Then, the paper extends the discussion to include virtual anchors and links, defined by expressions in an appropriate language. Finally, it addresses some issues related to anchors and links in the presence of object versioning, such as how to maintain automatic reference to the last version of a node.

1 - Introduction

The definition of anchors and links for composite nodes poses serious problems to the formal definition of a conceptual model for hypermedia systems. The complexity is further increased if the model: (1) allows nested composite nodes, that is, composite nodes containing other composite nodes; (2) permits the same node to be contained in different composite nodes; (3) includes virtual objects, that is, objects defined by expressions in an appropriate language; and (4) provides for object versioning.

Indeed, nested composite nodes alone raise interesting questions, such as: How to refer to nodes inside nested composite nodes? How to define links between nested composition nodes? Can a link be inherited by the nodes nested inside a composition node? How to define link inheritance? Virtual objects and object versioning bring up other questions, such as: How to define virtual links and
anchors? How to refer to a particular version of a node? How to maintain automatic reference to the last version of a node?

This paper focuses on the definition of anchors and links for nested composite nodes, answering questions such as those posed in the previous paragraph. It also considers the problem of defining virtual anchors and links, and addresses issues related to anchors and links in the presence of object versioning.

Our definition of composite nodes follows\(^1\) and is adopted in the HyperProp system.\(^3,4\) It generalizes the context nodes introduced in the Neptune system,\(^3,4\) which were in turn based on some ideas from PIE,\(^5\) Intermedia webs,\(^6\) NoteCard fileboxes and browsers,\(^7\) and the Tree Items of KMS.\(^8\) Also, HyperPro contexts\(^9\) and HyperBase composite objects\(^10\) are very similar to HyperProp composite nodes. Our definition of anchors provides the same facilities as Intermedia and Neptune (HAM), allowing anchors to point to regions inside both source and target nodes. However, it differs from that of KMS, NoteCard and HyperCard, where the target anchor must be a whole node. We model anchors as node attributes, unlike HAM, that treats anchors as link attributes. Therefore, changes to the content of a node do not require modifying links in our model, but they might do so in HAM. References\(^4,9,11,12\) specifically address object versioning in hypermedia systems. In particular, HyperProp treats version groups as composition nodes, just as HyperPro and CoVer do.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly presents a general conceptual model with composite nodes and defines anchors and links in this context. Section 3 deals with virtual links and anchors and addresses object versioning. Section 4 is reserved to the conclusions.

2 - A Conceptual Model with Composite Nodes

2.1 Nodes

The class hierarchy for a basic conceptual model for hypermedia documents that supports composition is illustrated in Figure 1.
An entity is an object that has as attributes\(^a\) at least a *unique identifier*, an *access control list* and an *entity descriptor*. The unique identifier has the usual meaning. For each entity attribute, the access control list has an entry that associates a user\(^b\) or user group to his access rights for the attribute. The entity descriptor contains information determining how the entity should be presented to the user, as in the presentation specification of the Dexter model.\(^\text{13}\)

A node is an entity that has as additional attributes an *anchor list* and a *content*. The former concept is addressed in detail in Section 2.2 and the exact definition of node content depends on the class of the node.

A *terminal node* is a node whose content and anchor list are both application dependent. The model allows the class of terminal nodes to be specialized into other classes (*text, audio, image*, etc.).

A *composite node* \(C\) is a node whose content is a set \(L\) of nodes and links (sections 2.2 and 2.3 describe restrictions on composite nodes related to anchors and links). We say that an entity \(E\) in \(L\) is a *component of \(C\)* and that \(E\) is *contained in \(C\)*. We also say that an entity \(A\) is *recursively contained in \(B\)* iff \(A\) is contained in \(B\) or \(A\) is contained in an entity recursively contained in \(B\). The class of composite

\(^a\) We will frequently use the name of the attribute of an entity to refer to the attribute value. When the context does not allow this simplification, we will explicitly use the term *attribute value*.

\(^b\) The word *user* in the context of this paper has multiple meanings: it means a user in the sense of a person, an application process or an application programmer. That is, anything or anybody that makes use of the services defined at the several interface layers of HyperProp.
nodes may be specialized into other classes.

The content of C could have been defined as an ordered list, as in 1, so that an entity might be included more than once in L. This alternative would be useful when defining sophisticated navigation mechanisms, as in trails,¹ but it requires more elaborated definitions for the concepts introduced in the following sections.

Composite nodes permit organizing, hierarchically or not, sets of entities, that is, sets of nodes and links. Therefore, they help structuring hyperdocuments, lessening the so-called “lost in hyperspace” problem.⁷,¹⁴ For example, consider a working document of a Drama Research Team about English Poetry of the XVI Century. The document can be modeled as a composite node E containing a composite node S, grouping plays by Shakespeare, and another composition node C, grouping sonnets by Christopher Marlowe. Node S may contain, say, text nodes H and M representing the plays “Hamlet” and “Macbeth” and C may contain a text node F representing “Dr. Faustus”. This example will be extended in Section 2.3 to include links.

The class of composite nodes may be specialized into other classes, for example, to organize a group of versions of the same node.⁹,¹¹,¹² An application may then use these composite nodes to keep the version history of a hyperdocument, as well as to maintain automatic reference to the last version, two serious problems related to object versioning.⁹,¹¹,¹ This topic will be expanded in Section 3.2.

Finally, composite nodes can be used to model the user's interaction with a hyperdocument, according to the work session paradigm proposed by the Dexter Model.¹³ We refer the reader to ¹²,¹¹ for an in depth treatment of the use of composition nodes to support cooperative work.

2.2 - Anchors

Recall that a node is an entity that has among its attributes a content and an anchor list. Each element of the anchor list is called an anchor of the node and is an entity that has as additional attribute a region. The anchors of a node are ordered in a list to facilitate the treatment of node versioning, as discussed in Section 3.2. Note that an anchor can be identified by: (1) its unique identifier (as any entity); or (2) by the unique identifier of the node where it occurs and its position within the list of anchors of that node. Note also that an anchor may belong to more than one anchor
list. The exact definition of anchor region depends on the class of the node, as discussed below.

We define a region of a terminal node as either the special symbol $\lambda$, representing the entire node content, or as a set of marked information units. The concept of marked information units is similar to the marked states of the Firefly system. The exact notion of information unit and marked information unit is part of the definition of the terminal node. For example, an information unit of a video node could be a frame, while an information unit of a text node could be a character. Any subset of the information units of a terminal node may be marked.

The anchor list acts as the external interface of a terminal node $N$, in the sense that an entity can access regions of the content of $N$ only through the anchor list of $N$. Hence, anchors shield other entities from changes to the content of $N$. As an example, consider a text node with just one anchor whose region points to the second paragraph of the text. Assume that a link indirectly refers to the second paragraph of the text by identifying the appropriate anchor. Then, any changes to the text must be reflected only in the anchor region and do not affect the link.

For a composite node $C$, an anchor region must be either the special symbol $\lambda$ or a subset of $L$ containing only nodes ($\lambda$ again represents the entire node content). The anchor list of $C$ has about the same role as that of a terminal node, that is, to act as an external interface to the node, except that it does not entirely shield entities from changes to the content of $C$. In particular, links are potentially sensible to changes to the content of $C$ (this remark will be clarified immediately after the definition of links in Section 2.3).

Finally, we stress that, unlike the conceptual model of WWW, we defined the anchor list as an attribute of a node, outside the content of the node. Indeed, anchors can be defined: (1) as part of the content of a node; (2) as a separate attribute of a node; (3) as an attribute of another object, such as a link; (4) as an entirely independent object. In the last three cases, illustrated by HyperProp, Microcosm, the user can create anchors even for nodes that he cannot alter, such as a node stored in a CD ROM.

2.3 - Links

A link is an entity with three additional attributes, the source end point set, the destination or target end point set and the meeting point. The values of the two first
attributes are sets whose elements, called end points of the link, are pairs of the form \((N_{k},\ldots,N_{1}),A\) such that \(N_{j}\) is a node, \(N_{i+1}\) is a composite node and \(N_{i}\) is contained in \(N_{i+1}\), for all \(i \in [1,k]\), with \(k > 0\), and \(A\) is an anchor of \(N_{j}\). The node \(N_{k}\) is called a base node of the link.

We also require that, for every link \(l\) contained in a composite node \(C\), for every end point \((N_{k},\ldots,N_{1}),A\) of \(l\), node \(N_{k}\) must be either \(C\) or a node contained in \(C\).

If the link has a single source end point \((S_{m},\ldots,S_{1}),A\) and a single target end point \((T_{n},\ldots,T_{1}),B\), we will denote the link as the pair \((S_{m},\ldots,S_{1}),A\), \((T_{n},\ldots,T_{1}),B\) in what follows.

The meeting point attribute defines conditions that must be satisfied at the source end points in order that actions be applied at the target end points. Examples of conditions are: the selection of an anchor by a user, the presentation of a region of an anchor, etc. Examples of actions are: run a presentation of a node, modify a presentation of a node, etc. Conditions and actions in a link are in conformance with MHEG\(^{17}\) and are discussed in details in \(^{18}\) and \(^{19}\).

Links define relationships among nodes, such as go to relationships (for reference) and synchronization relationships (such as those defined in the MHEG proposal). Multiple source and destination end points allow the definition of many-to-many relationships, and are intended to support applications where, for example, the selection of a link can lead to the simultaneous exhibition of several nodes. Defining end points of a link \(l\) as pairs of the form \((N_{k},\ldots,N_{1}),A\) considerably simplifies modeling documents in some cases. However, if the content of \(N_{i+1}\) is changed by deleting \(N_{i}\), link \(l\) will have to be changed. Therefore, the anchor list of a composite node does not entirely shield other entities from changes on the content of the node, as is the case above involving \(N_{i+1}\) and \(l\). However, if the link has an end point of the form \((N_{k}),A\), then the anchor \(A\) in this case shields changes to \(N_{k}\).

The list of nodes in each end point allows the definition of links connecting information not directly contained in the same composite node. As an example, consider again a composite node \(E\) containing a composite node \(S\), grouping plays by Shakespeare, and another composition node \(C\), grouping sonnets by Christopher Marlowe. Also recall that node \(S\) contains text nodes \(H\) and \(M\) representing the plays “Hamlet” and “Macbeth” and \(C\) contains a text node \(F\) representing “Dr. Faustus”. It may well be that the Drama Research Team wants to register a connection between “Hamlet” and “Dr. Faustus” (such a link could be used, for
example, to register a connection between plays where the main theme is conflict). This link may be defined in $E$ as $(<S,H>,r,<C,F>,s)$, where the anchors $r$ and $s$ allow the connection to be made more precise, for instance, by pointing to the sentences where the common concept first appears.

As another example, since $S$ contains $H$ and $M$, a link connecting these nodes may, in principle, be defined in $S$ as $l_S = (<H>,i,<M>,j)$, where $i$ and $j$ are valid anchors for $H$ and $M$, as shown in Figure 2.a. If one wants to create a link in $E$ connecting $H$ and $M$, one may define the link as $l_E = (<S,H>,i,<S,M>,j)$, as shown in Figure 2.b. Note the difference between these two alternatives. Link $l_S$ will be seen by every document that includes $S$ (the composite node grouping plays by Shakespeare will probably be shared by several documents), while link $l_E$ will be seen in $S$ only by users that access $S$ through $E$ (see the discussion about perspective in Section 2.4).
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Figure 2: Links in composite nodes.

The relationship between $H$ and $M$ can also be captured by a set of three links, $l_1$, $l_2$ and $l_3$, as shown in Figure 3. In this case, link $l_1 = (<S>,m,<S>,n)$ will be defined in $E$ and links $l_2 = (<H>,i,<S>,m)$ and $l_3 = (<S>,n,<M>,j)$ will be defined in $S$. Note that, in this case, the anchors indeed shield changes to the composite nodes, as opposed to the example in Figure 2.b.
Figure 3: Other way of define links in composite nodes.

These alternatives for capturing the relationship between $H$ and $M$ open different possibilities to make the presentation of these nodes dependent on how the nodes are reached. For example, in both cases of Figure 2, assume that the relationship defined by the link is “go to the end point and show it”. Then, after presenting node $H$, if the user navigates through the link, node $M$ will be presented. The user will not know that $M$ was contained in $S$. On the other hand, in Figure 3, the relationship defined by $l_3$ and $l_2$ could be “go to the end point and show it”, whereas the relationship defined by $l_1$ could be “go to end point after one minute and close its exhibition”. The user would know that $M$ was contained in $S$ when links $l_2$, $l_1$ and $l_3$ are followed.

2.4 - Perspectives and Visible Links

Recall that we allow different composite nodes to contain the same node and composite nodes to be nested to any depth. We thus introduce the concept of perspective to identify through which sequence of nested composite nodes a given node is being observed and the notion of visible link to determine which links actually touch the node in a given perspective.

A perspective of a node $N$ is a sequence $P = (N_m,...,N_I)$, with $m \geq 1$, such that $N_I$=$N$, $N_m$ is a node not contained in any composite node, $N_{i+1}$ is a composite node and $N_i$ is contained in $N_{i+1}$, for $i \in [1,m)$. Since $N$ is implicitly given by $P$, we will refer to $P$ simply as a perspective. Note that there can be several different
perspectives for the same node $N$, if this node is contained in more than one composite node. The current perspective of a node in a given user session is that traversed by the last navigation to that node in the session.

Given a node $N_i$ and a perspective $P = (N_m, \ldots, N_j)$, we say that a link $l$ is activated for $N_i$ by $P$ if and only if there is $r \in [1, m]$ such that $l$ is contained in $N_r$ and $l$ has an end point either of the form $<N_r, \ldots, N_j, E_m, \ldots, E_1, A>$ or of the form $<N_r, \ldots, N_j, E_m, \ldots, E_1>$, where in both cases the suffix $E_m, \ldots, E_1$ may be omitted. Moreover, if the suffix is indeed omitted, then we say that the link is fully activated for $N_i$ with anchor $A$ visible in $N_i$. Otherwise we say that the link is partially activated for $N_i$ with anchor $\lambda$ visible in $N_i$.

Note that the requirement on the end point is consistent with the general definition of end point. Intuitively, link $l$ must have an end point that contains $N_i$ and which follows the list of nested composite nodes down to $N_i$.

Note also that the list of nodes of an end point of a link is never a perspective, because a link always pertains to a composition. However, the concatenation of the sequence of nodes, that defines the perspective of the composite node $C$ that contains the link $l$, and the list of nodes of the end point of $l$ is always a perspective, except when $C$ pertains to the list of nodes of the end point, when it must be computed only one time in the concatenation to form the perspective.

A multi-perspective of a list of nodes $N_1, \ldots, N_k$ is a list $p = (P_1, \ldots, P_k)$ such that $P_i$ is a perspective for $N_i$, for each $i \in [1, k]$.

Given a list of nodes $N_1, \ldots, N_k$ and a multi-perspective $p = (P_1, \ldots, P_k)$ for the nodes, we say that a link $l$ is visible from $p$ by $N_1, \ldots, N_k$ if and only, for some $r \in [1, k]$, link $l$ is activated for $N_r$ by $P_r$.

For example, considering Figure 4 assume that: (i) node $A$ contains nodes $B$ and $Z$; (ii) node $B$ contains nodes $C$ and $D$; (iii) node $Z$ contains $C$ and $E$; and (iv) the composite nodes contain the following links:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Nodes contained in</th>
<th>Links contained in</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>$A$</td>
<td>$B$ and $Z$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$&lt;B,C,i&gt;,&lt;Z,E,j&gt;$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>$C$ and $D$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$&lt;B,m&gt;,&lt;Z,n&gt;$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>$C$ and $D$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$&lt;C,r&gt;,&lt;D,k&gt;$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>$Z$</td>
<td>$C$ and $E$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$&lt;E,s&gt;,&lt;C,t&gt;$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Then, the following are examples of multi-perspectives and visible links:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>List of Nodes</th>
<th>Multi-Perspective</th>
<th>Links Visible</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(5) C</td>
<td>((A,B,C))</td>
<td>&lt;(B,C),i&gt;,&lt;(Z,E),j&gt;</td>
<td>from (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6)</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;(C),r&gt;,&lt;(D),k&gt;</td>
<td>from (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7) C</td>
<td>((A,Z,C))</td>
<td>&lt;(E),s&gt;,&lt;(C),t&gt;</td>
<td>from (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(8) B</td>
<td>((A,B))</td>
<td>&lt;(B,C),i&gt;,&lt;(Z,E),j&gt;</td>
<td>from (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(9)</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;(B),m&gt;,&lt;(Z),n&gt;</td>
<td>from (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10) C,C</td>
<td>((A,B,C),(A,Z,C))</td>
<td>&lt;(B,C),i&gt;,&lt;(Z,E),j&gt;</td>
<td>from (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;(C),r&gt;,&lt;(D),k&gt;</td>
<td>from (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;(E),s&gt;,&lt;(C),t&gt;</td>
<td>from (4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that link <(B,C),i>,<(Z,E),j> is not visible by C from perspective (A,Z,C) since (B,C) is not a suffix of the perspective.

Intuitively speaking, the current perspective of a node determines which anchors the user will see when the node is presented and to which node the user will navigate to when, for instance, he selects one of the visible anchors. For example, if node C is presented through perspective ((A,B,C)) then, by lines (5) and (6), the anchors i and r will be visible in C. If he selects anchor i then he will
navigate to anchor \( j \) of \( E \), by line (5), and if he selects anchor \( r \) then he will navigate to anchor \( k \) of \( D \), by line (6). Likewise, by lines (8) and (9), if node \( B \) is exhibited through the perspective \((A, B)\) then the anchors visible in \( B \) will be the special symbol \( \lambda \), indicating the whole node \( B \), and \( m \), from which the user may navigate to anchor \( j \) of \( E \) and to anchor \( n \) of \( Z \), respectively.

3 - Extending the Concepts

3.1 - Virtual Anchors and Links

In general, a virtual entity \( E \) is an entity such that the value of at least one attribute \( A \) is an expression \( e \), written in a formally defined hypermedia query language, whose evaluation results in an object of the appropriate type. The attribute \( A \) is also called virtual. When some operation requests the value of \( A \), the object resulting from evaluating \( e \) is then returned. The importance of virtual entities to versioning is discussed in Section 3.2.

In particular, a virtual anchor in the anchor list of a node \( N \) is an anchor whose region is defined by an expression \( r \), which will be computed when traversing a link that has an end point touching the anchor. The expression \( r \) must in this case evaluate to a segment (marked region) inside the content of \( N \) or to the special symbol \( \lambda \), if \( N \) is a terminal node, or to a subset of the nodes contained in \( N \) or to the special symbol \( \lambda \), if \( N \) is a composite node.

A virtual link is in turn a link \( l \) that has at least one end point defined by an expression \( e \), which will be computed when selected. If \( l \) is contained in a composite node \( C \), then \( e \) must return a base node that is either \( C \) or a node contained in \( C \), as generally required in Section 2.3. Virtual links provide a powerful authoring tool, similar to that found in Microcosm\textsuperscript{16} and may reduce the authoring effort.

We may go one step further and define a generic link \( l \) for nodes of classes \( T_j, \ldots, T_m \) as a link whose source end point set contains expressions \( e_j, \ldots, e_m \) such that \( e_j \) returns objects that qualify as segments of the content of nodes in class \( T_j \), for \( i \in [1, m] \). We consider that \( l \) connects any tuple of nodes \( M_j, \ldots, M_m \) in classes \( T_j, \ldots, T_m \) that have anchors whose regions \( r_j, \ldots, r_m \) define segments that match expressions \( e_j, \ldots, e_m \), respectively.
Intuitively, a link is generic when it is not applicable to only one document, but it may be used for a whole class of documents. For example, one may define a link that has as target end point a video node showing an aerial sight of the Amazon rain forest and as source end point the expression *Amazon rain forest*. Then, any text node with an anchor whose region contains the sentence *Amazon rain forest* would automatically be linked to the video node.

Let $N$ be a node representing a given document. It may not be reasonable to attempt to match every generic link with $N$, creating the appropriate anchors, if the number of links is very large. Also, it may be unfeasible, if $N$ is large, to attempt to match every possible region in $N$ against the collection of generic links. In the design of HyperProp, we opted for a solution to this problem that allows the user to mark an area of the document and to select from a menu an operation that tries to match all possible regions in the selected area against the collection of generic links and displays any matches found. Then, for each region found, if the user desires, he may create an anchor $A$ for that region and a new link having the same definition as the matched generic link, except that it has $A$ as the source end point anchor. This link would belong to a composite node containing both of its base nodes, as required by the model.

3.2 - Anchors and Links in Object Versioning

To address the problem of maintaining the history of a document, we extend the conceptual model introduced in Section 2 with the class of version groups.

A version group $V$ is a composite node such that all nodes contained in $V$ have anchor lists with the same length (the reason for this restriction is explained after we redefine link end points below). Intuitively, $V$ groups nodes that represent versions of the same entity, at some level of abstraction, without necessarily implying that one version was derived from the other. The nodes in $V$ are called correlated versions, and they need not belong to the same node class. Note that a version group may contain composite nodes, which provides us with an explicit versioning of the document structure.

The derivation relationship is explicitly captured by the links in $V$. We say that $v_2$ was derived from $v_1$, if there is a link of the form $(<v_1,i_1>, <v_2,i_2>)$ in $V$. The anchors in this case simply let one be more precise about which part of $v_1$ generates which part of $v_2$. There is no restriction on the derivation relationship,
except that it must be acyclic.

A user may either manually add nodes (to explicitly indicate that they are versions of the same object) and links (to explicitly indicate how the versions were derived) to a version group, or he may create a new node from another by invoking a versioning operation, which will then automatically update the appropriate version group.

An application has several options to define the node of a version group V the application considers to be the current version of V, according to a specific criteria. For example, the application may reserve an anchor A of V to maintain a reference to the current version (of the application). In fact, if virtual anchors are supported as defined in Section 3.1, the application may define the region of A as an expression e that always evaluates to the current version. The expression e may evaluate to several versions (for example, "all versions created by John"), which can be interpreted as alternatives and returns a composite node. As another example, the expression e may be defined in a link or even in a more general way, as is the case of some models, where the current version is defined in an attribute of the composite node, for all its component nodes.

In Section 2, we defined an end point of a link contained in a composition node C as a pair of the form \(<(N_{k},...,N_{1}),A>\) such that \(N_{k}\) must be either C or a node contained in C, \(N_{i+1}\) is a composite node and \(N_{i}\) is contained in \(N_{i+1}\), for all \(i \in \{1,k\}\), with \(k > 0\), and A is an anchor of \(N_{f}\). However, to incorporate the notion of version in a version group, we must redefine an end point of a link contained in a composite node C as a triple \(<(N_{k},...,N_{1}),A,q>\) such that:

- For all \(i \in \{1,k\}\), \(N_{i+1}\) is a composite node, \(N_{i}\) is contained in \(N_{i+1}\) and \(N_{k}\) is either C or a node contained in C.
- If \(N_{f}\) is a version group, then A is an anchor of \(N_{f}\) and \(q \in \{1,n\}\), where \(n\) is the common length of the anchor lists of nodes in \(N_{f}\). That is, \(q\) identifies an anchor of each node in \(N_{f}\), in special in the node(s) specified by A. We say, in this case, that \(N_{2}\) does not contain \(N_{f}\), but that it contains the node(s) specified by the anchor \(A\).
- If \(N_{f}\) is a terminal node or a composite node (which is not a version group), then A is an anchor of \(N_{f}\) and q is the null value.

This definition is consistent because we required that all versions in a version group must have anchor lists with the same length and that the anchors of a node must be ordered. That is, one may refer to the ith anchor of a version in a version
group without actually specifying the version.

4 - Conclusions

We addressed in this paper primarily the problems one must face when defining anchors and links in the presence of nested composite nodes. We also touched the additional problems raised by the introduction of virtual anchors and links and by the presence of object versioning.

Among other points, we equated the problem of hiding changes to the content of a node by treating anchors as node interfaces. We explored the nesting of composite nodes by introducing a very general format for links, allowing end points to be sequences of nested composite nodes ending in an anchor. We then captured link inheritance through the notion of perspective. By resorting to virtual anchor and links, we pointed out how to solve the problem of maintaining automatic reference to the last version of a node.

The discussion can be extended further in many directions, such as specifying a query hypermedia language and by exploring conditions and actions added to anchors and links, topic addressed in 18 and 19.
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